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This blog is the third instalment of our new blog series on Defensive Assets: ‘Offence‘Offence

wins games but defence wins championships’wins games but defence wins championships’.

 

The previous instalment of this blog series focused on defensive equity strategies and

highlighted how quality or multi-factor exposure could provide useful tools to navigate

the current uncertainty in global markets. This week, we will focus on local currency

fixed income i.e. fixed income assets denominated in the home currency of the investor.

For the purpose of this blog, we look at euro assets for euro-based investors, but our

main findings support other currencies like US dollar-denominated assets for US dollar

investors, for example. After reading this blog, we hope to provide investors with

greater insight into some of the advantages and drawbacks of the different fixed income

assets when trying to protect a portfolio against equity risk, highlighting the

diversifying power of longer duration investments and the potential risk of an

uncontrolled flight to quality.

 

Using the defensive framework we unveiled in the first blog of this series, which

revolves around the following 4 main characteristics, risk reduction, versatility and

asymmetry of returns, diversification and valuation, we will aim to highlight which

assets strike the right balance between a defensive profile that protects a multi asset

portfolio against equity downside and a reasonable upside potential to navigate

uncertain periods and late cycle rallies.

 

Fixed Income: The poster child for defensive assetsFixed Income: The poster child for defensive assets

  

Historically, the natural starting point for a multi asset portfolio has been a 60%/40%

asset mix (60% in equities and 40% in fixed income). This mix aims to provide exposure

to the historically superior returns exhibited by equities, meanwhile also granting the

diversification benefits available in fixed income assets. Within this framework, fixed

income assets are considered the ultimate defensive assets providing some cushioning in

the event of an equity downturn, partly due to their lower volatility but, more

importantly, thanks to their negative correlation to equity returns.

 

In Figure 1, we consider the average monthly performance of various fixed income assets

(left axis) during different equity market regimes using the Europe STOXX 600 as a

reference. The average returns of each asset during the 2 regimes where equities perform

negatively, as illustrated by the two blue bars, (European equity markets (i) losing

more than 5% in a given month or (ii) losing between 0% and 5%) give us some insight on

the risk reduction proprieties of the asset. The average returns of each asset during

the 2 regimes where equities perform positively can inform us on the asymmetry of their

profile and their capacity to perform well in good times.
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period July 2000 to December 2019. Calculations are based on monthly returns in

EUR.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

Looking at the results on the risk reduction side, we can note that cash and government

bonds deliver on their promise with positive returns in both negative regimes for

equity. It is worth mentioning as well that Eurozone government bonds do not just cut

drawdowns like cash but in fact also create positive uplift. However, as the credit risk

increases within a fixed income asset, the risk reduction tends to disappear. In fact,

over the last two decades, high yield bonds and emerging market bonds behaved more

similarly to equities.

 

Focusing on the other side of the equation, with the performance in regimes where

equities are doing well, the higher the credit risk of the fixed income asset, the

better the performance. Cash highlights perfectly the pitfalls of focusing solely on

risk reduction. Even if it does very well as an asset in the drawdown scenarios, it also

does not benefit from the strong price appreciation that other bonds tend to exhibit

during better economic times and therefore it cannot be considered as a medium to long

term investment.

 

Long duration government bonds, a balanced choice between risk reduction andLong duration government bonds, a balanced choice between risk reduction and

upside potentialupside potential

  

In Figure 2, we take a deeper dive into government bonds and assess the impact of

duration and ratings on their performance profile. On the risk reduction side, the

higher the credit rating of the asset, the higher the performance in an equity downturn

(see EUR Treasury AAA). This is partially driven by investor behaviour and their

tendency to allocate money to non-risky, safe-haven assets in times of crisis (such as

German bunds or US treasuries). But interestingly enough, in times when equities dropped

in price, history has shown that lengthening duration was the most beneficial lever to

pull—even doing better than increasing credit quality (see EUR Treasury 15+ vs EUR

Treasury 1-3). Such long duration assets show greater sensitivity to changes in interest

rates in scenarios where equity prices fall and bond prices rise (bond yield falls).
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period July 2000 to December 2019. Calculations are based on daily returns in EUR.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

In the other two regimes, increasing the credit rating of the fixed income assets

deteriorate significantly the performance. Like cash, AAA government bonds exhibit a

very strong performance drag in any market scenario outside of equity crashes, creating

a large opportunity cost on the money invested.

The effect of changing the duration, on the other hand, seems to vary depending on the

credit rating. For AAA treasury, increasing the duration magnifies the underperformance

in regimes where equities performed positively. For lower quality bonds such as Italy

treasuries (rated A-/BBB), increasing the duration improves the performance. In fact,

long duration Eurozone government bonds (average rating AA-/A+) deliver strong

outperformance in equity drawdowns thanks to their negative correlation to equities and

higher volatility profile but delivers a strong performance also in other regimes.

In conclusion, by aiming for government bonds with average credit quality and high

duration (see EUR Treasury 5-7 or 15+) it is possible to get better risk reduction than

cash, German bunds or EUR Treasury meanwhile participate in the upside performance

potential that is close or on par with EUR corporates.

 

In Figure 3, we can observe that in line with previous findings, treasuries and more

particularly higher rated treasuries exhibit strongly negative correlation to equities

while corporate bonds and high yield bonds show a high positive level of correlation.

Focusing on correlation during equity drawdowns only, we observe that higher volatility

such as longer duration assets or corporate bonds seem to benefit strongly with

correlation falling significantly more than for other types of assets.
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period July 2000 to December 2019. Calculations are based on monthly returns in

EUR.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

Looking for yield to improve long term performance outlookLooking for yield to improve long term performance outlook

 

Once the asset allocation mix which best suits an investors risk profile has been

selected, the implementation process requires strong consideration. Fixed income is such

a sprawling asset class that there are an infinite number of ways to invest in a given

segment. Linking ourselves back to our framework, the objective is to extract the asset

class behaviour we are looking for, meanwhile, considering asset class valuations (i.e.

to improve the yield we can extract from the underlying assets). WisdomTree’s view is

that by using systematic strategies, it is possible to enhance the income potential of a

fixed income segment, such as treasuries or aggregates, by sourcing opportunities and

shifting exposures across countries and duration buckets within that segment to increase

yield and therefore improve the long term outcome of such a portfolio. In particular,

using a treasury focused enhanced yield strategy, which exhibits on average higher yield

and slightly higher duration than traditional benchmarks, it is possible to improve the

performance in good economic scenarios while delivering the same defensiveness in

downturns.

 

Next week, we will continue our tribulations in the different asset classes and search

to our expanding collection of defensive assets focusing on Currencies.

 

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Defensive Assets: Is playing too safe too risky?

+ Defensive Assets: Are all equity strategies created equal?

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree EUR Government Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF - EUR

+ WisdomTree EUR Aggregate Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF - EUR

View the online version of this article here.
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https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2020-02-05/defensive-assets-is-playing-too-safe-too-risky
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2020-02-12/defensive-assets-are-all-equity-strategies-created-equal
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/etfs/fixed-income/gove---wisdomtree-eur-government-bond-enhanced-yield-ucits-etf-eur
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/etfs/fixed-income/yld---wisdomtree-eur-aggregate-bond-enhanced-yield-ucits-etf---eur
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2020-02-19/defensive-assets-the-duration-your-portfolio-needs
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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